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KGDC ISSUES and PROGRAMS: SECOND QUARTER 2018 
 

ISSUE: GOVERNMENT/POLITICS 

 

04/02/2018 at 15:00…Larry Elder…60 minutes…David Hogg rejects Laura Ingraham’s apology. Who 

is the real bully? Hogg or Ingraham? Larry tears apart the boycott controversy and breaks it down. 

 

04/06/2018 at 14:00…Michael Medved…60 minutes…Michael discusses millennials and the 

snowflake rebellion, ideological fascism of our colleges and universities and generation Z. 

 

04/16/2018 at 12:00…Michael Medved…60 minutes…Michael discusses the controversy that erupts 

after two African American men were arrested for sitting at a Starbucks. 

 

04/30/2018 at 03:00…Hugh Hewitt…60 minutes… Hugh talks with Salena Zito, CNN contributor, 

New York Post columnist, and co-author of forthcoming, ‘The Great Revolt: Inside the Populist 

Coalition Reshaping American Politics.’ 

 

06/19/2018 at 09:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes…The Left is whipping up hysteria over the latest 

border issue – separating parents who have entered the country illegally from their children… But 

where was the press when President Obama did the same thing?... Dennis talks to Kristen Waggoner, 

Senior Counsel for Alliance Defending Freedom about the Masterpiece Cakeshop case. ADF won the 

case in the Supreme Court.  

 

 

ISSUE: FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS 

 

04/11/2018 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes…Most husbands would settle for less sex in 

exchange for a happier wife. This statement communicates how important a contented wife is to her 

spouse. A Best of Prager Hour. Originally broadcast on April 27, 2016. 

 

04/25/2018 at 03:00…Hugh Hewitt…60 minutes…Hugh talks with Jake Sherman, Politico senior 

writer and co-author of Playbook, and Bob Lepine, co-host of ‘FamilyLife Today,’ and writer and 

executive producer of the forthcoming film, ‘Like Arrows.’ 

 

05/30/2018 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes…Men can't have the fantasy sex life they imagine; 

women can't have perfect "prince" they dream of. But what we have is usually pretty, darn 

good. Callers weigh in.  

 

06/06/2018 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes…In between Mother’s and Father’s Day, Alison 

explains fundamental differences between men and women.  

 

06/13/2018 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes…The Miss America contest will be about 

competing personalities – no swimsuits, no evening gowns. The reason? Judging women for their 

beauty is “de-humanizing.” Really? Why? And what does it even mean? 

 

06/26/2018 at 14:00…Michael Medved…60 minutes…Michael talks with Mona Charen, author of 

“Sex Matters: How Modern Feminism Lost Touch with Science, Love, and Common Sense.” 

 

 

ISSUE: HEALTH/HAPPINESS/QUALITY-OF-LIFE 
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04/13/2018 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… What makes you happy? Many things. But what is 

the greatest source of your happiness? Ultimately, the answer must be you. Dennis explains.   

 

04/13/2018 at 10:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes… Given the announcement by Charles 

Krauthammer today and very recent suicides of Kate Spade and Anthony Bourdain, Dennis reflects on 

the tragic aspect of life. No one gets everything they want. Moses didn’t make it into the Promised 

Land.  

 

05/16/2018 at 13:00…Michael Medved…60 minutes…Michael talks about the fact that more girls are 

attempting suicide and that it is not clear why. 

 

05/18/2018 at 05:00…Hugh Hewitt…60 minutes…In light of the latest school shooting, Dennis muses 

on a basic happiness theme. Victims are not happy people. They do a lot of damage. Happiness is, 

indeed, a moral obligation.  

 

06/18/2018 at 05:00…Hugh Hewitt…60 minutes…Hugh covers the news of the morning with audio 

clips and talks with John James, Michigan Senatorial candidate, Michael Walsh, contributing editor at 

PJ Media, New York Post columnist, and author of ‘The Fiery Angel: Art, Culture, Sex, Politics, and 

the Struggle for the Soul of the West,’ and Josh Kraushaar, National Journal politics editor. 

 

 

ISSUE: EDUCATIONAL 

 

04/17/2018 at 15:00…Larry Elder…60 minutes…Starbucks is closing 8,000 stores on May 29th in 

order to partake in nation-wide racial sensitivity training. Larry and his callers examine this move. 

What is it that the training will cover? Why did Starbucks pull out of Israel? Those are just two of the 

questions posed to the audience.   

 

04/20/2018 at 05:00…Hugh Hewitt…60 minutes…Hugh continues with the Hillsdale Dialogues, this 

week, discussing The Constitution’s Article II, Section 2 with Dr. Larry Arnn, president of Hillsdale 

College. 

 

04/26/2018 at 05:00…Hugh Hewitt…60 minutes…Hugh talks with Jonah Goldberg, National Review 

senior editor and author of ‘Suicide of the West: How the Rebirth of Tribalism, Populism, Nationalism, 

and Identity Politics is Destroying American Democracy.’ 

 

05/04/2018 at 05:00…Hugh Hewitt…60 minutes…Hugh continues with the Hillsdale Dialogues, this 

week, discussing The Constitution’s Article II, Section 4, with Dr. Larry Arnn, president of Hillsdale 

College. 

 

05/29/2018at 12:00…Michael Medved…60 minutes…Michael discusses ABC’s cancelation of 

Roseanne after her racist tweet, plus Starbucks closing 8,000 stores to hold sensitivity training. 

 

 

ISSUE:  PUBLIC INTEREST 
  

04/16/2018 at 11:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes…Alan Dershowitz joins Dennis to discuss the 

danger of the Left, the Philadelphia Starbucks incident, and the fraud that is the N.Y.T. best sellers list. 
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04/16/2018 at 17:00…Larry Elder…60 minutes…A Southwest airlines flight from New York to Dallas 

suffered engine failure and had to make an emergency landing in Philadelphia. Investigators are still 

trying to uncover what caused the single fatality. 

 

05/28/2018 at 05:00…Hugh Hewitt…60 minutes…As is the Memorial Day tradition, Hugh hears the 

stories of injured armed forces members, as we raise money for the Injured Marine Semper Fi Fund. 

 

06/12/2018 at 09:00…Dennis Prager…60 minutes…Trump and Kim meet, confab and sign a 

statement. Kim says he will de-nuke. The President is optimistic but remains cautious… Threats to 

democracy do not come from Donald Trump; they come from the Left. No one on the Right wants to 

restrict free speech. 

 

06/14/2018 at 14:00…Michael Medved…60 minutes…Michael discusses addictive video games and 

how they may change children's brains in the same way as drugs and alcohol. 

 

 

ISSUE:  BUILDING A CULTURE OF LIFE AND FAMILY 
 

In addition to the issues listed above, KGDC airs daily features that address a variety of issues of 

interest to the people of Walla Walla, WA.  These features include: 

 

• Life Issues: A daily radio feature offering commentary on contemporary pro-life issues. 

• Breakpoint: A daily radio broadcast providing a Christian perspective on today’s news and 

trends. 

• Cal Thomas Commentary: A daily radio program featuring the same incisive reasoning and 

common-sense thinking that has made his column a must-read for years.   

• Family Talk: A daily radio feature by Dr. James Dobson aimed at preserving and promoting the 

institution of the family, marriage, and the sanctity of human life and the biblical principles on 

which all of these are based.   

• StarDate: A daily radio program from the University of Texas McDonald Observatory that 

helps listeners appreciate and understand the beauty of creation in space.  StarDate tells listeners 

what to look for in the night sky and explains the science and history behind these objects. 

• Focus On the Family Minute: A daily radio broadcast that shares a brief tip to help strengthen 

marriages, raise children on the right path, and build a thriving family. 

• Pro-Life Update: A daily radio program from the National Right to Life that takes a look at 

issues of the day through a pro-life lens. 

• Living Well: A daily radio feature by Pam Smith offering a variety of tips, ideas and strategies 

for living a happy and healthy life. 

 

 

ISSUE:  EMERGENCY ALERT SYSTEM 

 

KGDC is a Participating National in the Columbia Basin Operational Area Emergency Alert System. 

 

Monthly tests were run at the following dates/times: 

 

• 04/07/2018 at 08:05 

• 05/09/2018 at 11:22 

• 06/07/2018 at 08:26 
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Weekly tests were run at the following dates/times: 

 

• 04/04/2018 at 11:56 

• 04/11/2018 at 12:43 

• 04/20/2018 at 09:59 

• 04/25/2018 at 12:49 

• 05/02/2018 at 12:46 

• 05/10/2018 at 12:56 

• 05/14/2018 at 13:59 

• 05/22/2018 at 12:32 

• 05/30/2018 at 07:50 

• 06/08/2018 at 09:11 

• 06/11/2018 at 09:55 

• 06/22/2018 at 08:11 

• 06/26/2018 at 13:45 

 

 

ISSUE:  LOCAL SPORTS 
 

No local sports were broadcast this quarter. 

 


